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Abstract

**Purpose:** Many studies have found a correlation between overall usage rates of nonmainstream forms and reading scores, but less is known about which dialect differences are most predictive. Here, we consider different methods of characterizing AAE use from existing assessments and examine which methods best predict literacy achievement.

**Method:** Kindergarten and first grade students who speak AAE received two assessments of dialect use and two assessments of decoding at the beginning and end of the school year. Item-level analyses of the dialect-use assessments were used to compute measures of dialect usage: (1) an overall feature rate measure based on the DELV-ST, (2) a subscore analysis of the DELV-ST based on items that pattern together; (3) an alternative assessment where children repeat and translate sentences; and (4) “repertoire” measures based on a categorical distinction of whether a child used a particular feature of MAE.

**Results:** Models using feature rate measures provided better data-model fit than those with repertoire measures, and baseline performance on a sentence repetition task was a positive predictor of reading score at the end of the school year. For phonological subscores, change from the beginning to end of the school year predicted reading at the end of the school year, while baseline scores were most predictive for grammatical subscores.

**Conclusions:** The addition of a sentence imitation task is useful for understanding a child’s dialect and anticipating potential areas for support in early literacy. We observed some support for the idea that morphological dialect differences (i.e. irregular verb morphology) have a particularly close tie to later literacy, but future work will be necessary to confirm this finding.
Introduction

Since the earliest sociolinguistic work on nonmainstream varieties of American English, there has been considerable interest in potential educational implications of dialect differences. Many correlational relationships have been observed between a variety of measures of dialect difference and a variety of literacy outcomes, and multiple curricula have been proposed to support emergent readers who speak nonmainstream dialects.

All of this work requires that researchers (1) have a framework for understanding what dialect variation is and (2) operationalize this understanding with one or more measures of participants’ dialect use. Both of these steps are fraught with challenges and require simplification that will fail to fully capture individuals’ experience with linguistic variation. Such simplification can affect the inferences we draw about the relationship between dialect differences and early literacy and, in turn, affect the strategies we use to support emergent readers.

Perhaps the most common measurement of children’s dialect use is Part 1 of the Diagnostic Evaluation of Language Variation-Screening Test (DELV-ST; Seymour, Roeper, de Villiers, & de Villiers, 2003). This measure was designed to determine whether a child speaks a nonmainstream dialect of American English (NMAE), so it focuses on the most reliably produced nonmainstream features (primarily production of dental fricatives and subject-verb agreement patterns). Because of this, the DELV-ST is not ideal for capturing children’s knowledge of Mainstream American English (MAE). This paper uses the DELV-ST along with a different test, the Dialect Assessment Battery (DAB; Craig, 2014), which is explicitly designed to see whether children can produce MAE-compatible features and if they can translate nonmainstream dialect features into MAE.
We will begin with an overview of different approaches to characterizing dialect differences, with the goal of adapting our measures to capture some of the insights from these approaches. Next, we will review research on the relationship between dialect differences and early literacy, which motivates the present study, with a focus on studies using the DELV-ST. We will then present results from an ongoing study of speakers of African American English (AAE) in kindergarten and first grade, comparing different approaches to measuring their linguistic system and reporting the implications that these approaches have on predicting growth in decoding scores.

Background

Characterizing Variation

One common approach to quantifying AAE involves the use of lists of AAE features, creating a Dialect Density Measure (DDM) that corresponds to the rate of usage of such features. For example, Washington and Craig (2002) used a list of 26 features of AAE that differ from MAE, including zero copula (They not finished eatin’ yet), multiple negation (I don’t remember nobody havin’ no motorcycle), and variation in subject-verb agreement (I knew you was gonna say that). They then calculated DDM as the number of tokens of any of these features divided by the number of words in a given language sample. Despite the widespread usage of this approach under the “DDM” terminology, we will use the more recent term Nonmainstream Form Density (NMFD), following others such as McDonald and Oetting (2019), to emphasize the fact that everyone speaks a dialect, and feature rate methods inherently involve a comparison to a perceived standard, the “mainstream dialect.”

Variants of this approach have been used with tasks ranging from highly structured sentence-elicitation tasks (e.g., Charity et al., 2004), to open-ended narrative tasks (e.g., Renn &
Terry, 2009; Craig et al., 2014). Multiple approaches to feature sets have been shown to be highly correlated; for example, Renn and Terry (2009) found that a subset of just six features provided comparable results to a 40-feature list in detecting style shifts in AAE-speaking sixth graders, Oetting and McDonald (2002) found that type-based and token-based approaches correctly categorized child speakers of AAE and Southern White English, and Oetting and Pruitt (2005) found that streamlined feature lists can often be sufficient for characterizing participants’ dialect. Multiple approaches have also been used for the denominator in these calculations, including number of opportunities to use a feature (in more structured tasks), number of words in the sample (e.g., Washington & Craig, 2002; Horton-Ikard & Weismer, 2005), and number of utterances in the sample (e.g., Craig & Washington, 2000). NMFD approaches have also been used to study changes in dialect use over time. For example, Terry and Connor (2012) found a decrease in NMFD between kindergarten and first grade, and Terry, Connor, Petscher, and Ross Conlin (2012) found a decrease in NMFD over the course of first grade that leveled off in second grade. These changes likely represent a combination of factors, including development within AAE toward a more adultlike grammar, developing knowledge of MAE, and changes in style-shifting (Beyer & Hudson Kam, 2012; Green, 2011).

While the feature rate approach is helpful for quantifying differences from MAE, it has many limitations, which are discussed at length by Green (2011, Ch. 2). She argues that feature lists are ill-equipped to characterize AAE as its own rule-governed system. This means, for example, that groups of features might share underlying patterns, and NMFD would not highlight this fact. Additionally, NMFD measures typically treat features that are consistent with MAE as use of MAE, while only features of AAE that differ from MAE are counted as AAE use. This might be appropriate for verbal -s, which is often considered to be absent from the AAE
grammar (Newkirk-Turner & Green, 2016; for criticism of this view, see Baugh, 1990; Cleveland, & Oetting, 2013; Barriere et al., 2019). However, it is often the case that the “MAE” feature is also available within the grammar of AAE. For example, “zero copula” commonly appears on AAE feature lists, but it is variable, with overt copulas also being acceptable in AAE (e.g., Wyatt, 1996; Roy, Oetting, & Moland, 2013; Newkirk-Turner, Oetting, & Stockman, 2014).

The feature rate approach also fails to account for insights from third wave sociolinguistics (Eckert, 2008, 2012). Third wave sociolinguistics proceeds from the idea that speakers have a range of sociolinguistic variables that they can deploy in different social situations. These variables pattern together as styles, which give variables their social meanings, and individuals use styles to express their ideologies about membership in different groups. This approach was not necessarily developed with a focus on AAE, but it provides a framework to appreciate the more nuanced nature of dialect variation and has been applied to more recent work characterizing the language of African Americans (e.g., King, 2018). This is in contrast to early work in sociolinguistics, which often sought to characterize idealized vernacular forms, such as focusing on the idea of a pure speaker of AAE who does not “code-switch” into MAE (see discussion in Wolfram, 2007; King, 2020).

As Snell (2013) argues, the more recent work in sociolinguistics on styles allows us to use repertoire as an alternative framing for children’s knowledge of variation. She points out that recent educational work tries to replace the “deficit narrative” (i.e. that nonmainstream features indicate poor language skills) with a “difference narrative,” suggesting that nonmainstream varieties are distinct, rule-governed systems. However, both of these narratives make the assumption that discrete varieties of English exist, which is not borne out in the data. For
example, she finds that 9- and 10-year-old children in northeast England mix regional and
standard feature use within one discourse depending on how they are trying to socially position
themselves relative to their interlocutors.

While the UK dialect context is different from that of the United States, neither could be
characterized as strict diglossia, where there is clear separation between vernacular and standard
dialects (e.g., Auer, 2005). Also, it is not necessarily the case that a child with good
metalinguistic skills and knowledge of MAE will use MAE forms in the school setting; these
children also have compelling reasons to assert a Black identity using their speech (Ogbu, 1999),
and the use of different forms could be a means to assert social difference from the examiner, a
process known as divergence in Communication Accommodation Theory (Giles & Ogay, 2007).
Thus, it is possible that the mere presence of a particular MAE-compatible form (e.g., an overt
copula) within a child’s repertoire is more important than the rate at which the child favors the
form over MAE-incompatible alternatives (e.g., a zero copula).

**Dialect Differences and Literacy**

Despite the criticisms of the NMFD approach, Van Hofwegen and Wolfram (2017)
argue that aggregate NMFD values are still useful, particularly when trying to track individuals’
changes in dialect usage over time and in large-scale, multidisciplinary studies in general. This
is a likely source of their popularity in research on the relationship between dialect differences
and literacy. Over the past two decades, a large body of work has developed to address the
extent to which dialect mismatch—the presence of linguistic differences between
nonmainstream dialects (e.g., AAE) and mainstream dialects (e.g., MAE)—impacts children’s
literacy achievement (e.g., Connor & Craig, 2006; Labov, 1995; Terry & Scarborough, 2011).
The influence of dialect mismatch on literacy achievement spans various subcomponents of
reading, including decoding and reading comprehension, though the majority of this research has focused on decoding. Studies vary in their commitments to models of reading, but we will assume the Simple View of Reading, which posits that reading is a product of decoding and linguistic comprehension (e.g., Gough & Tunmer, 1986; Hoover & Gough, 1990).

Research on language variation emerging from fields such as speech-language pathology, education, linguistics, and sociolinguistics posits an inverse relationship between reading achievement and the use of AAE. For example, Charity, Scarborough, and Griffin (2004) examined the relationship between children’s facility with MAE via a sentence repetition task that was designed to elicit features of AAE, and reading performance using a standardized assessment of decoding (Woodcock Reading Mastery Test-Revised, Word Attack Subtest). They calculated two NMFD scores corresponding to phonological and morphological features of AAE, and they observed an inverse relationship between reading performance and the use of nonmainstream dialect features for both the phonological and morphological measures.

Shade (2012) also used separate NMFD measures for phonological and morphological features. She found that both measures were negatively correlated with decoding, but only phonological NMFD was predictive of sight word reading. Research on the relationship between dialect differences and literacy has generally not looked at finer-grained differences within the broader categories of phonological and morphological variation, though multiple studies report usage rates by feature (e.g., Washington & Craig, 2002; Craig, Thompson, Washington, & Potter, 2003; Oetting & McDonald, 2002). For example, Oetting and McDonald (2002) found that 100% of African American children used zero-marking on regular present tense verbs with third person singular subjects, but only 70% used zero marking for irregular verbs. Such
separation of regular and irregular forms is also a longstanding finding in the acquisition literature (e.g., Brown, 1973).

Other studies have used more traditional assessment methods to examine the relationship between nonmainstream language variation and reading. Champion, Rosa-Lugo, Rivers, and McCabe (2010) used the DELV-ST to identify speakers of nonmainstream English varieties and to evaluate how performance on this screener related to a test of oral reading, the Gray Oral Reading Test-Fourth Edition (GORT-4). Children who produced a greater number of nonmainstream features had lower scores on the GORT-4. Others, such as Terry and Connor (2012), found that a change in performance on the DELV-ST across two time points was predictive of decoding skills. Children who decreased their use of nonmainstream features between kindergarten and first grade had higher reading scores. This finding also highlights the relevance of the time course of the relationship between NMAE use and changes in reading. Collectively, this scholarship suggests that children who demonstrate higher nonmainstream dialect density and less facility with varying their use of MAE in different contexts (i.e., dialect-shifting) exhibit poorer literacy outcomes. This relationship remains true for studies examining emergent literacy skills, such as decoding, and later literacy skills, such as reading comprehension (Terry et al., 2016). Moreover, the established effects of dialect mismatch on reading are above and beyond socioeconomic differences and race, factors that were previously shown to obscure the relationship between dialect mismatch and reading achievement (Bühler, von Oertzen, McBride, Stoll, & Maurer, 2018).

**Questions**

Here, we contrast different scoring approaches to assessments that target NMFD. We asked the following research questions:
1. Do subsets of DELV-ST items pattern together in a way that corresponds to different components of the AAE system?

2. Does nonmainstream dialect usage at the beginning of the school year, or change in nonmainstream dialect usage during the school year better predict changes in decoding abilities?

3. Does the rate of feature use or mere presence of an MAE form in an individual’s repertoire better predict decoding?

4. Are certain types of differences, as reflected in subscores, more useful at predicting changes in decoding abilities? More specifically, given the close relationship between phonology and decoding, are phonological differences more predictive of changes in decoding than grammatical differences? Additionally, if forms like third singular verbal -s are more indicative of a shift to MAE, will their usage be especially predictive of differences in decoding?

5. Does the addition of a secondary sentence repetition task explain differences in children’s developing decoding abilities over and above what can be observed from DELV-based measures?

Methods

Participants

The participants were 296 kindergarten and 260 first grade children from 12 elementary schools in the Baltimore City Public Schools. All schools had a minimum of 89% African American students (mean=96%) and more than 89% of students eligible for the National School Lunch Program (mean=94%). All students were participating in a larger study designed to evaluate the efficacy of a dialect-shifting curriculum (Edwards, 2019). Only students who did not have an
Individualized Education Program (IEP) were included in study; 14 students with IEPs were tested but removed from analysis. A total of 69 students were excluded due to absence or transfer at the second of the two testing points. Since model comparison values are only valid for models that have been fit to the same data, an additional 8 participants were excluded due to a lack of scorable items for a DELV subscore, withdrawal of assent on an assessment, or failure to establish a ceiling score on a Basic Reading Cluster assessment due to experimenter error. Thus, the present analysis used data from a total of 475 students (241 kindergarteners, 234 first graders). At baseline, the mean age was 5:8 (S.D.=5 months) for kindergarteners and 6:8 for first graders (S.D.=4 months), and at post, the mean age was 6:2 (S.D.=5 months) for kindergarteners and 7:2 (S.D.=4 months) for first graders.

**Procedure**

All students were taken out of class for one hour of testing near the beginning of the school year (October) and a second hour of testing near the end of the school year (April-May). There were approximately six months between the first and second testing period. Students were tested individually and received the following assessments: (1) Part 1 of the *Diagnostic Evaluation of Language Variation-Screening Test* (DELV-ST, Seymour et al., 2003); (2) the *Dialect Assessment Battery* (DAB, Craig, 2014); and (3) the Basic Reading Cluster (Word Attack and Letter-Word Identification subtests) from the *Woodcock Johnson Achievement Test, 4th edition* (WJIV; Schrank, Mather, & McGrew, 2014).

The DELV-ST Part 1 includes 15 items that are contrastive between AAE and MAE (see examples in Table 2). Five of these items focus on phonological differences between the two dialects (“DELV-Phon”), and the remaining ten items focus on differences in subject-verb agreement between the dialects. Six of these items (“DELV-Irreg”) test the irregular subject-verb
agreement patterns of the verbs have/has, don’t/doesn’t, and was/were, and four of these items (“DELV-3sg”) test use of regular verbal -s with third person subjects (e.g., *The girl sleeps*). The DELV-ST provides a criterion score of “strong variation from MAE,” “some variation from MAE,” or “no variation from MAE.” At baseline, 83% of participants were in the “strong variation” category, 4% were in the “some variation” category, and 13% were in the “no variation” category. At post, 80% were in the “strong variation” category, 4% were in the “some variation” category, and 15% were in the “no variation” category.

The DAB is a non-standardized test that is designed to be used with *ToggleTalk®*, a dialect shifting curriculum supplement for kindergarten and first grade students (Craig, 2014). We administered a form of the DAB that was adapted to target one feature per item, and sentences were recorded by the same set of four individuals who speak both AAE and MAE. The DAB is composed of three subtests. Part 1, Elicited Imitation, assesses children’s ability to repeat sentences produced in MAE. Part 2 assesses Dialect Recognition; students are asked to state whether each sentence is produced in AAE (informal/home talk) or MAE (formal/school talk). Part 3, Translation/Reformulation, asks children to translate sentences from AAE to MAE. All three sections include 12 items: two sentences with plural forms, two sentences with past tense, three sentences with a copula, three sentences which focus on subject-verb agreement (two sentences with third-singular /s/ and one sentence with plural subject and “were”), and two sentences with possessive /s/. Only Elicited Imitation (Part 1, “DAB-EI”) and Translation (Part 3, “DAB-TR”) were used in the present analysis.

The Basic Reading cluster of the WJIV assesses children’s ability to read words (Letter Word Identification subtest) and nonwords (Word Attack subtest). This measure provides both standard scores with a standardized mean of 100 and a standard deviation of 15 and W-scores,
which are linear raw scores. The Basic Reading standard and \( W \)-scores are the mean of Letter Word Identification and Word Attack scores. We used the Basic Reading \( W \)-scores in our analysis. Table 1 provides mean scores for all assessment measures used in the modeling.

Analysis

Dialect variation (DVAR) score. For the frequency-based approach, we calculated a dialect variation score (DVAR, a type of NMFD measure) from the DELV-ST. This score was computed by dividing the total number of items that varied from MAE from the total number of scorables items and multiplying by 100; a child who uses a non-mainstream form on every item will receive a score of 100 (Terry et al., 2010; Terry & Connor, 2012; Terry et al., 2012). Additionally, we calculated three DVAR subscores corresponding to phonological differences (DVAR-Phon), irregular subject-verb agreement (DVAR-Irreg), and regular subject-verb agreement (DVAR-3sg). These DVAR scores were used in this analysis.

The appropriateness of our selection of subscores is also supported by a confirmatory factor analysis. Confirmatory factor analysis with oblimin rotation (i.e., allowing for correlated factors) was performed using Mplus. Due to the discrete scale of the items, a mean and variance adjusted weighted least squares estimation approach was used to extract factors (Liang & Yang, 2014). Each item was coded as a binary variable, where 1 corresponded to use of an AAE feature that is not grammatical in MAE and 0 corresponded to an MAE-compatible utterance; all other responses were treated as missing data. A two-factor model corresponding to phonological (items 1-5) and morphological features (items 6-15) did not provide good data-model fit.
However, satisfactory data-model fit was obtained with a simple three-factor structure, where morphological features were split into regular and irregular subject-verb agreement (i.e., factors corresponding to DELV-Phon, DELV-Irreg, and DELV-3sg; \( X^2(87)=449.11, p<0.001, \text{RMSEA}=0.063, \text{CFI}=0.97, \text{SRMR}=0.07 \)). In order to facilitate comparison with DAB scores, we generated factor scores from a five-factor structure, which also provided good data-model fit (\( X^2(692)=1375.89, p<0.001, \text{RMSEA}=0.03, \text{CFI}=0.96, \text{SRMR}=0.09 \)), with additional factors corresponding to AAE use on the Elicited Imitation and Translation components of the Dialect Assessment Battery (see Table 2). No model included cross-loadings. Regression analyses using factor scores were qualitatively similar to those using DVAR subscores with DAB total scores, so only the results from DVAR subscores and DAB total scores are reported here. Analyses with factor scores can be found in S1.

**DAB score.** Each item of the DAB received a score of 2, 1, or 0; where “2” corresponded to MAE use, “1” corresponded to partial credit, and “0” corresponded to any other response, including responses that involved a nonmainstream feature, since the assessment explicitly prompts the use of MAE. Items received 2 points if the child produced the exact sentence of MAE that was targeted, with credit awarded if proper names were changed in the child’s utterance. For both Elicited Imitation and Translation, children received 1 point if their response was grammatical in MAE but the sentence was modified. For Translation, children could also receive 1 point if they produced the targeted MAE feature but another portion of the sentence
was changed, even if this change made the sentence ungrammatical in MAE. A total score out of 24 was calculated for each subsection.

**Repertoire.** To measure which phonological and morphological features that differentiate AAE and MAE were in a child’s repertoire, we measured repertoire as a binary variable where a score of 1 indicated that the child had used at least one form compatible with MAE, and a score of 0 indicated that a child had not used an MAE form at the time point in question. This was calculated for the three subcomponents of the DELV (DELV-Phon, DELV-Irreg, and DELV-3sg), as well as the following features on DAB Translation: overt present-tense copula (3 items); overt past tense marking (2 items); overt plural marking (2 items); and overt possessive marking (2 items).\(^1\)

Repertoire values can be interpreted as a measurement of whether a child ever uses a given form that is part of MAE, regardless of whether they sometimes (or even primarily) use a different form. However, we should note that our scores are not derived from assessments that target repertoire. The DELV-ST uses sentence completion to maximize the elicitation of nonmainstream forms; it is designed to help clinicians identify if a child might speak a nonmainstream variety of English. The DAB-Translation, on the other hand, explicitly prompts children to use “school language.” Success in this task pre-supposes presence of the MAE-compatible form in the child’s repertoire, but the task requires further metalinguistic skill and choices of self-expression. Thus, for both tasks, it is possible for an MAE-compatible form to be in a child’s repertoire but not be elicited; however, it would not make sense for a form to be observed if it is not in a child’s repertoire. We are testing whether this measure has predictive value, despite its limitations.

\(^1\) Due to an oversight in stimulus preparation, children could provide a valid translation of the subject-verb agreement items without using verbal -s, so these items were excluded.
Statistical analysis. Unless otherwise noted, we used linear mixed-effects regression models (Fitzmaurice, Laird & Ware, 2011) to test the predictive value of each dialect measure. Models were fit using the lme4 package (version 1.1-21; Bates, Maechler, Bolker & Walker, 2015) in R (version 3.6.1) using restricted maximum likelihood estimation. We used the package lmerTest (version 3.1-0; Kuznetsova, Brokhoff & Christensen, 2017) to calculate p-values for model coefficients using Satterthwaite's method. Standardized parameter estimates ($\hat{\beta}^*$) are provided as a measure of effect size.

Results

In the sections below, we describe the results of our analyses with the measures of AAE usage described above: DVAR scores, DAB scores, and repertoire values. We used these different measures of AAE usage for two purposes: (1) to describe change in dialect use from the beginning to the end of the school year; and (2) to predict decoding skills at the end of the school year. Figure 1 shows changes in dialect usage from the beginning to the end of the school year for all modeled measures of dialect usage. Model results for significant and marginally significant effects are provided in this section; full model results are provided in S1.

Relationships Among Dialect Measures

A total of 13 dialect measures were generated from the items of the DELV-ST and DAB. These corresponded to a composite DVAR score from all 15 DELV items; DVAR-Phonology, DVAR-3sg, and DVAR-Irreg; total DAB scores for Elicited Imitation and Translation; repertoire scores generated from DELV-Phon, DELV-3sg, and DELV-Irreg; and repertoire scores generated from the DAB for overt present-tense copula, overt past tense morphology, overt plural morphology, and overt possessive morphology. Correlations among all of these measures at baseline, post, and
between baseline and post can be found in S2, and a correlation matrix of DVAR scores, DAB scores, and repertoire scores at baseline is provided in Table 3.

For each measure, scores at baseline were significantly correlated with scores at post at the $\alpha=0.05$ level, and all of these correlations were positive. Additionally, each variable was significantly correlated with DVAR-Composite at both baseline and post, with the following exceptions: DAB-Rep-Plural at baseline with DVAR-Composite at baseline ($r=-0.08, p=0.07$) and post ($r=-0.04, p=0.34$), and DAB-Rep-Past at baseline with DVAR-Composite at post ($r=-0.08, p=0.08$). Because of this, DAB-Rep-Plural was not included in subsequent models.

Changes in Dialect Measures Over Time

For each of our measures, we confirmed the widely-observed trend of decreases in NMFD throughout early school years (e.g., Terry et al., 2010). We used linear mixed-effects models to measure change in each score. Each score was modeled separately, with fixed effects of time point (fall or spring), grade level, and their interaction, as well as participant- and classroom-level random intercepts and classroom-by-time point random slopes.

DVAR and DAB. For DVAR-Composite, there was a significant effect of time point ($\hat{\beta}^*= -0.18$, S.E. = 1.38, $t(42.06) = -3.01, p = 0.004$), indicating a decrease in NMFD for kindergarteners over the course of the school year. There was a significant effect of Grade ($\hat{\beta}^* = -0.28$, $t(39.65) = -2.29, p = 0.027$), indicating that first graders at baseline have lower DVAR scores than kindergarteners at baseline. Finally, there was a significant interaction ($\hat{\beta}^* = -0.17$, $t(41.8) = -2.06, p = 0.045$), indicating that the decrease in DVAR between fall and spring was more
pronounced for first graders, relative to kindergarteners. For the DVAR-Phon subscore, there was a significant effect of grade ($\beta^*= -0.22$, $t(43.49) = -2.27$, $p = 0.028$) and a significant time point by grade level interaction ($\beta^* = -0.25$, $t(39.78) = -2.22$, $p = 0.032$), suggesting that DVAR phonology scores decrease, but only during first grade. For the DVAR irregular subscore, there was a significant effect of time point ($\beta^* = -0.21$, $t(41.04) = -3.83$, $p < 0.001$) and a marginal effect of grade ($\beta^* = -0.25$, $t(37.52) = -1.93$, $p = 0.061$), but no time point by grade interaction; this indicates a significant increase in the use of *has*, *doesn’t*, and *were* over the course of the school year, with a potentially higher starting point in grade 1. There were no significant terms for the DVAR-3sg subscore; this indicates that there was no increase in use of the third person singular from kindergarten to first grade or from the beginning to the end of the school year.

For overall DAB-EI, there was a significant effect of time point ($\beta^* = 0.33$, $t(44.55) = 5.54$, $p < 0.001$) and grade ($\beta^* = 0.46$, $t(42.86) = 3.94$, $p < 0.001$), but not an interaction, indicating that usage of MAE in sentence repetition increases over the course of the school year and between kindergarten and first grade. For overall DAB-TR, there was also a significant effect of time point ($\beta^* = 0.29$, $t(125.54) = 4.2$, $p < 0.001$) and grade ($\beta^* = 0.45$, $t(64.74) = 4.72$, $p < 0.001$), as well as an interaction ($\beta^* = 0.32$, $t(124.68) = 3.31$, $p = 0.001$), indicating that children’s ability to translate sentences from AAE into MAE increases over the course of the school year and between kindergarten and first grade, and this effect is more pronounced in first grade.

**Repertoire.** We ran mixed-effects logistic regression models, which are appropriate for predicting binary-coded data, with fixed effects of grade and time point and their interaction, as
well as participant- and classroom-level random intercepts, using the glmer function of lme4. A separate model was fit for each repertoire score. For overt copula usage, there was a significant fixed effect of time point ($\beta^* = 0.91, z = 4.50, p < 0.001$) and grade level ($\beta^* = 0.90, z = 3.93, p < 0.001$), indicating that children were more likely to have overt copula in their repertoire in the spring relative to the fall and in first grade relative to kindergarten; for overt possessive usage, there was a significant interaction term ($\beta^* = 1.02, z = 2.97, p = 0.003$), meaning that overt possessive was more likely to be in a child’s repertoire at spring testing in grade 1, relative to any other time point. No other terms were significant.

**Predicting Decoding from Dialect Measures**

We ran two sets of models to examine the relationship between NMAE use and reading scores. In one set of models, we examined whether change in NMAE use across the school year was a significant predictor of reading scores at the end of the school year. These models tested the claim that being successful at the linguistic and metalinguistic demands inherent in learning to dialect shift is associated with learning to read (e.g., Terry & Scarborough, 2011). In the second set of models, we examined whether baseline NMAE scores were significant predictors of reading at the end of the school year. These models tested the claim that learning to decode is more difficult for children with higher rates of NMAE use, probably because of the greater mismatch between their native dialect and the written form (e.g., Labov, 1995). Models did not converge or had a singular fit using classroom-level random slopes for the relationship between baseline (fall) scores and post (spring) scores, so we simplified our random effects structure to include classroom-level random intercepts only. The intraclass correlation was 0.41 for the unconditional model. Additionally, inclusion of grade level in models predicting reading did not significantly improve model fit, so the term was dropped.
Dialect variation scores (DELV-Screening Test).

**DVAR growth predicting decoding.** We used linear mixed-effects regression models to predict Basic Reading $W$-scores in the spring, with fixed effects of fall $W$-scores and the difference between fall and spring DVAR scores. For the model with overall DVAR change, there was a significant effect of fall Basic Reading $W$-scores ($\beta^*=0.85$, $t(376.32)=36.27$, $p<0.001$), indicating that students with higher Basic Reading scores in the fall had higher Basic Reading scores in the spring, and there was a significant effect of change in DVAR ($\beta^*=-0.08$, $t(466.96)=-3.97$, $p<0.001$), indicating that, controlling for Basic Reading score in the fall, children had higher Basic Reading scores in the spring as their NMFD decreased. Addition of DAB-EI and DAB-TR score changes marginally improved model fit ($X^2(2)=5.43$, $p=0.066$), driven by a marginal effect of DAB-TR ($\beta^*=0.04$, $t(445.55)=1.86$, $p=0.064$).

We fit a separate model using the three DVAR subscores as independent predictors. There was a significant effect of baseline reading score ($\beta^*=0.85$, $t(373.4)=36.19$, $p<0.001$), DVAR phonology subscore change ($\beta^*=-0.06$, $t(461.58)=-2.93$, $p=0.004$), and DVAR irregular subscore change ($\beta^*=-0.05$, $t(456.4)=-2.54$, $p=0.011$), but not DVAR-3sg subscore change. Again, addition of DAB-EI and DAB-TR score changes marginally improved model fit ($X^2(2)=5.43$, $p=0.066$), driven by a marginal effect of DAB-TR ($\beta^*=0.04$, $t(444.32)=1.77$, $p=0.078$).

**DVAR baseline predicting decoding.** Next, we used baseline DVAR scores instead of change in DVAR to predict spring reading scores, controlling for baseline reading score, with a classroom-level random intercept. For the model using DVAR-Composite baseline, there was a significant effect of baseline Reading score ($\beta^*=0.84$, $t(406.47)=33.48$, $p<0.001$) and baseline DVAR-Composite ($\beta^*=-0.05$, $t(466.25)=-2.11$, $p=0.036$). Addition of DAB-EI and DAB-TR baseline significantly improved model fit ($X^2(2)=22.33$, $p<0.001$); in the full model, DVAR-
Composite was no longer significant, but DAB-EI baseline was ($\hat{\beta}^* = 0.10$, $t(46.16) = 4.23$, p<0.001). For the model using DVAR baseline subscores, no subscore was significant, though the addition of DAB-EI and DAB-TR again significantly improved model fit ($X^2(2) = 21.90$, p<0.001), driven by a significant DAB-EI term ($\hat{\beta}^* = 0.10$, $t(457.96) = 4.17$, p<0.001).

**Repertoire.** Given the exploratory nature of our repertoire scores, we used an incremental model building procedure, starting with a null model with a fixed effect of baseline reading score and a classroom-level random intercept. We then added the three repertoire values derived from the DELV (DELV-Phon, DELV-3sg, DELV-Irr) for model comparison, then additionally included the two DAB-based repertoire measures (overt copula, overt possessive).

**Changes in repertoire predicting decoding.** To measure whether change in repertoire predicts changes in reading, we modeled Basic Reading $W$-score in the spring with fixed effects of baseline Basic Reading score and the change in each feature in the child’s repertoire, where 1 indicated that the feature was added over the course of the year and 0 means it was not. In the null model, Basic Reading score was significant ($\hat{\beta}^* = 0.85$, $t(380.5) = 36.04$, p<0.001), but the addition of DELV repertoire scores ($X^2(3) = 1.88$, p=0.598) and DAB repertoire scores ($X^2(2) = 0.90$, p=0.637) did not improve model fit.

**Baseline repertoire predicting decoding.** Addition of baseline DELV repertoire scores to the null model marginally improved fit ($X^2(3) = 6.49$, p=0.090), and addition of DAB repertoire scores significantly improved model fit ($X^2(2) = 14.37$, p<0.001). In the full model, there was a significant fixed effect of baseline reading score ($\hat{\beta}^* = 0.83$, $t(392.83) = 33.97$, p<0.001), as well as overt copula usage ($\hat{\beta}^* = 0.08$, $t(448.06) = 3.56$, p<0.001), and a marginal effect of DELV-Irreg ($\hat{\beta}^* = 0.04$, $t(458.93) = 1.78$, p=0.075), but no other term. This indicates that controlling for baseline Basic Reading score, children whose repertoire included overt copula in the present
tense and (possibly) MAE-compatible agreement on irregular verbs had significantly higher Basic Reading scores in the spring.

**Model Comparison**

Akaike information criterion (AIC; Akaike, 1974) values for each model of Basic Reading score are provided in Table 4. AIC values provide a measure of model fit that rewards parsimonious, good data-model fit and penalizes overparameterized models (Anderson, 2008). In other words, models are rewarded when predictors explain variance in the outcome measure, but they are penalized for the number of predictors they use. In contrast to statistical tests that compare two nested models, the AIC is a relative fit measure used descriptively, in which the model with the lowest AIC value is considered the best-fitting model, and models with a difference in AIC value of more than four relative to this best-fitting model are considered to have much weaker support. We used AIC_c values, which correct for smaller sample sizes (Anderson, 2008). We refitted the models using maximum likelihood estimation prior to the calculation of AIC_c values. In the present analysis, the DVAR-Composite (plus DAB) approach results in the best-fitting model when predicting decoding in the spring from dialect scores in the fall, with DVAR subscores (plus DAB) also having some empirical support. This approach is also best overall. Of the models that use changes in dialect scores to predict decoding, the DVAR measures are best.

| Insert Table 4 about here |

---

**Discussion**

Regardless of measurement type, we confirmed the widely-reported trend of decreased AAE use and increased MAE use over the course of the school year and between kindergarten and first
grade. This was true for both grade levels, but it was more pronounced in first grade for some measures. Given this initial validation of our measures, we return now to our research questions.

First, we found that a three-factor structure provides satisfactory model fit for Part 1 of the DELV-ST, indicating three clusters of items: phonological items, items with regular subject-verb agreement, and items with irregular subject-verb agreement. Irregular subject-verb agreement spanned multiple verbs (don’t and haven’t with third person singular subjects, was with plural subjects).

Second, models predicting decoding scores from baseline dialect measures provided better fit than models predicting decoding scores from change in dialect measures. However, this overall finding had a complex relationship with individual measures. Grammatical differences, were only significant in baseline dialect models, with the exception of DVAR-Irreg subscores. On the other hand, DVAR Phonology subscore (based on five items) was significant for models that used change in dialect as predictors, but not for models that used baseline dialect measures. This might indicate that knowledge of MAE grammar is a resource that children can draw upon as they learn to read, and time with this resource is necessary for differences to be observed.

Phonology, on the other hand, is directly tied to decoding such that changes in one are predictive of changes in the other. Further exploration of this potential distinction could inform future research on literacy interventions. A curriculum that focuses on phonology might have an immediate impact on decoding, while a grammatical one might require additional time before effects are observed.

Models using repertoire scores had poorer data-model fit than models using NMFD, but one of these models did yield a significant result for overt copula usage. We did not observe any hypothesized differences between grammatical feature types. If verbal -s is not part of the AAE
grammar, we might predict that usage of verbal -s would be a particularly powerful indicator of knowledge of MAE and would therefore predict reading outcomes. However, we did not observe this. One possible explanation for this is that there was no increase in usage of verbal -s between kindergarten and first grade or between the baseline and the end of the school year. This result is consistent with other research showing that non-overt marking of third person singular shows minimal change from kindergarten to fifth grade (Craig & Washington, 2004; Newkirk-Turner & Green, 2016). Instead, usage of overt copulas was significant in the model predicting reading from baseline repertoire, even though overt copulas are available in both AAE and MAE.

Finally, addition of the DAB did provide predictive value beyond the DELV-ST. The Elicited Imitation subtest of the DAB at baseline predicted decoding in the spring, and this proved to be a stronger predictor than any DELV measure when both were included in the same model. This task is different from the DELV in that it uses MAE forms in the prompts, representing a wider variety of features, and the task is repetition rather than filling in a blank. It is unclear which of these differences was most important, but it is clear that even a brief, highly structured task in addition to the DELV can be useful when the goal is to characterize the language of a child with typical development during early literacy instruction. The elicited imitation task of Charity et al. (2004), which used a picture book context, may have even stronger predictive value than the simple sentence imitation task on the DAB. A comparison of means and standard deviations from the Charity et al. task and our task shows more variability in performance and less of a ceiling effect for Charity et al., suggesting that the picture book context results in a more sensitive measure. We speculate that the picture book context promotes deeper linguistic processing instead of reliance on verbal working memory.
One distinction that did emerge in this work is the difference between agreement in irregular verbs and in other verbs. The relevant DELV-ST items loaded onto separate but correlated factors, and the DVAR-Irreg measure was the only grammatical measure that was significant in a growth model. This could be partially driven by the number of items (6 for DELV-Irreg vs. 4 for DELV-3sg) leading to a reduction in measurement error for the DVAR-Irreg measure. However, it is also plausible that children learn the irregular agreement patterns without learning to use verbal -s on regular verbs. This aligns with early findings by Oetting and McDonald (2002), who found that there were more NMAE-speaking children who used zero-marking on regular third person singular verbs than who used nonmainstream subject-verb agreement with be and don’t. Given the frequency of these forms, the relationship between knowledge of MAE agreement patterns for irregular verbs and reading could conceivably operate in either causal direction. Stronger readers might learn these forms from their experiences with texts, and knowledge of these frequent forms could lead to greater facility with decoding.

While we provided multiple ways of analyzing DELV-ST and DAB data, we are limited to these two assessments in our dialect measures. Both provide highly structured elicitation contexts, and previous work has made it clear that children’s dialect usage differs depending on the elicitation context (e.g., Craig et al., 2014; Renn and Terry, 2009). More open-ended narrative tasks could provide useful comparison data and potentially elicit more nonmainstream components of a child’s repertoire, but such tasks are more difficult to administer and score on a large scale. Such tasks also provide an opportunity to measure style shifting across contexts within a given time point, rather than confounding changes in dialect and development.

Additionally, our reading measures are limited to measures of decoding. Specifically, the Basic Reading composite score that we used is calculated from two subtests that evaluate the
reading of words and non-words in isolation. While these are appropriate reading measures for children at this stage of schooling, it is possible that dialect differences play a distinct role in passage reading (e.g., Terry et al., 2016). That is, grammatical differences between dialects may be more important for passage comprehension than for decoding, since grammatical differences such as agreement morphemes are more likely to appear in a passage than in isolated words.

We are also limited by our relatively homogeneous sample. By design, our participants attended schools where students were predominantly African American and from low-SES families, and all of these schools were part of the same district. Moreover, the majority of participants (89%) showed at least some variation from MAE as measured by the DELV-ST.

Terry et al. (2012) found significant effects of race, school SES, and race-by-SES interaction in predicting change in DVAR scores, so more research will be necessary to determine the degree to which our results generalize to speakers of other nonmainstream dialects of English and to other school settings. It is plausible that different types of experiences with variation would be better captured by different measures, which is important to note when comparing studies that use different populations of speakers.

Further research will be necessary to confirm these exploratory findings. This will involve continued honing of our measurements of dialect differences. Future studies could elicit larger numbers of tokens per feature and systematically vary the elicitation context to include sentence repetition, sentence completion, and open-ended narrative. This would allow us to more clearly determine which combination(s) of tasks and dialect differences are most predictive of changes in measures of reading. This process should be repeated across multiple age ranges to reflect children's evolving dialect usage. Factor analysis played only a limited role in the present study, but it is a promising tool for future research. Ideally, future work would use structural
equation modeling not only for measures of dialect but also for studying the relationship between those measures and reading scores in order to fully account for measurement error in the measured variables (e.g., Johnson, Terry, Connor, and Thomas-Tate, 2017; Bühler et al., 2018).

As this research progresses, clinicians are faced with the challenging task of supporting speakers of AAE despite having a relatively limited set of tools. One important step is to characterize each child's linguistic repertoire. We have seen that the DELV-ST provides a useful starting point, and it can be made more informative by grouping the items into phonology, regular subject-verb agreement, and irregular subject-verb agreement. Though it might be ideal to use open-form narrative tasks in a variety of settings, even a simple sentence repetition task like the DAB Elicited Imitation can be helpful. As noted above, a sentence imitation task that incorporates a storybook or picture description as part of the paradigm (e.g., Charity et al., 2004) may result in greater semantic encoding of the sentences and thus elicit a representative range of nonmainstream forms. More broadly, it is important to think of any measure of nonmainstream form density as only a starting point for understanding a child’s language and anticipating any educational challenges from linguistic differences. The next step is providing targeted support.

Our results provide tentative support for the idea of focusing on areas of variable overlap between MAE and AAE, such as overt copulas and irregular subject-verb agreement. This allows children to draw upon their existing linguistic knowledge as they learn to read in a less familiar dialect.
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**Supplemental Materials**

S1: Summary table of fixed effects and lme4 model specification for each model reported in the text. Models with factor score predictors are also included.

S2: Correlations between each pair of dialect measures at both baseline and post
Table 1. Means (standard deviations in parentheses) for assessment measures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure Type</th>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Baseline (Fall)</th>
<th>Post (Spring)</th>
<th>Baseline (Fall)</th>
<th>Post (Spring)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kindergarten</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>First Grade</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodcock Johnson IV</td>
<td>LetterWordID SS¹</td>
<td>89.57 (14.42)</td>
<td>92.25 (14.57)</td>
<td>85.95 (15.32)</td>
<td>89.01 (17.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LetterWordID W-Score²</td>
<td>366.87 (3.23)</td>
<td>394.05 (29.61)</td>
<td>40.80 (32.20)</td>
<td>426.01 (34.99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WordAttack SS¹</td>
<td>91.01 (15.38)</td>
<td>96.18 (15.74)</td>
<td>92.14 (16.56)</td>
<td>96.47 (16.95)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WordAttack W-Score²</td>
<td>42.88 (24.29)</td>
<td>444.08 (23.54)</td>
<td>45.31 (24.16)</td>
<td>466.15 (22.35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reading SS¹</td>
<td>9.39 (14.37)</td>
<td>94.22 (14.59)</td>
<td>88.96 (15.16)</td>
<td>92.74 (16.49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reading W-Score²</td>
<td>393.87 (26.01)</td>
<td>419.07 (25.40)</td>
<td>425.56 (26.86)</td>
<td>446.08 (27.73)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVAR</td>
<td>Composite</td>
<td>82.61 (19.90)</td>
<td>78.63 (22.07)</td>
<td>75.98 (22.91)</td>
<td>67.84 (25.87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phon</td>
<td>85.02 (21.42)</td>
<td>83.03 (24.01)</td>
<td>79.23 (26.05)</td>
<td>7.77 (32.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3SG</td>
<td>87.52 (25.45)</td>
<td>86.20 (25.36)</td>
<td>82.73 (28.57)</td>
<td>78.88 (32.79)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Irreg</td>
<td>76.61 (3.48)</td>
<td>69.55 (34.33)</td>
<td>67.69 (33.97)</td>
<td>56.12 (35.76)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAB</td>
<td>Elicited Imitation (EI)</td>
<td>16.90 (4.61)</td>
<td>18.31 (4.35)</td>
<td>18.85 (3.86)</td>
<td>19.98 (3.47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Translation (TR)</td>
<td>6.49 (4.01)</td>
<td>7.98 (4.65)</td>
<td>8.75 (4.79)</td>
<td>11.87 (5.45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repertoire</td>
<td>DELV-Phon</td>
<td>.43 (.50)</td>
<td>.44 (.50)</td>
<td>.52 (.50)</td>
<td>.63 (.48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DAB-Copula</td>
<td>.32 (.47)</td>
<td>.52 (.50)</td>
<td>.51 (.50)</td>
<td>.68 (.47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DELV-3sg</td>
<td>.25 (.44)</td>
<td>.29 (.46)</td>
<td>.34 (.48)</td>
<td>.38 (.49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DELV-Irreg</td>
<td>.51 (.50)</td>
<td>.57 (.50)</td>
<td>.62 (.49)</td>
<td>.74 (.44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DAB-Past</td>
<td>.50 (.50)</td>
<td>.51 (.50)</td>
<td>.54 (.50)</td>
<td>.53 (.50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DAB-Plural</td>
<td>.30 (.46)</td>
<td>.40 (.49)</td>
<td>.38 (.49)</td>
<td>.56 (.50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DAB-Possessive</td>
<td>.19 (.39)</td>
<td>.17 (.37)</td>
<td>.18 (.38)</td>
<td>.32 (.47)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ Standardized mean is 100 and one standard deviation is 15. ² A score of 500 represents normative mean achievement of a ten year old, and one standard deviation is 15.
Table 2. Summary of subscores based on factors used in confirmatory factor analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Example Item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DELV-Phon</td>
<td>Usage of AAE phonology</td>
<td><em>smooth</em> pronounced /smuv/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| DELV-Irreg | Leveling of subject-verb agreement with *have, don’t, and was* | *The girl have a big kite.*  
**This girl don’t like to swim.*  
**They was sick.* |
| DELV-3SG   | Zero-marking of regular verbs with 3rd person singular subjects | *The boy always ride a bike.*                                               |
| DAB-EI     | Usage of AAE in a sentence repetition task          | Prompt: *She is on the playground*  
Response: *She on the playground.*                                          |
| DAB-TR     | Usage of AAE when translating sentences from AAE to MAE | Prompt: *The boys was running.*  
Translation Goal: *The boys were running.*  
Response: *The boys was running.*                                           |
Table 3. Correlations (r values) among DVAR, DAB, and repertoire measures at baseline. For DVAR measures, higher values indicate greater usage of NMAE, and for DAB and Repertoire, higher values indicate greater usage of MAE. More correlation information is available in S2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DVAR</td>
<td>3SG</td>
<td>.77***&lt;br&gt;Irreg.</td>
<td>.87***&lt;br&gt;Phon.</td>
<td>.62***</td>
<td>- .36***&lt;br&gt;TR</td>
<td>- .30***&lt;br&gt;Irreg.</td>
<td>- .30***&lt;br&gt;Phon.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3SG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAB</td>
<td>EI</td>
<td>-.36***</td>
<td>-.28***&lt;br&gt;Irreg.</td>
<td>-.34***&lt;br&gt;Phon.</td>
<td>-.17***&lt;br&gt;TR</td>
<td>-.25***&lt;br&gt;Irreg.</td>
<td>-.25***&lt;br&gt;Phon.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rep.</td>
<td>Cop.</td>
<td>-.20***&lt;br&gt;3SG</td>
<td>-.13***&lt;br&gt;3SG</td>
<td>-.15***&lt;br&gt;3SG</td>
<td>-.17***&lt;br&gt;3SG</td>
<td>.14***&lt;br&gt;3SG</td>
<td>.54***&lt;br&gt;3SG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Past</td>
<td>-.10*&lt;br&gt;3SG</td>
<td>-.06&lt;br&gt;3SG</td>
<td>-.10*&lt;br&gt;3SG</td>
<td>-.05&lt;br&gt;3SG</td>
<td>.18***&lt;br&gt;3SG</td>
<td>.31***&lt;br&gt;3SG</td>
<td>-.01&lt;br&gt;3SG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poss.</td>
<td>-.19***&lt;br&gt;3SG</td>
<td>-.17***&lt;br&gt;3SG</td>
<td>-.19***&lt;br&gt;3SG</td>
<td>-.09&lt;br&gt;3SG</td>
<td>.14**&lt;br&gt;3SG</td>
<td>.38***&lt;br&gt;3SG</td>
<td>.09&lt;br&gt;3SG</td>
<td>.18***&lt;br&gt;3SG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Irreg.</td>
<td>-.60***&lt;br&gt;3SG</td>
<td>-.34***&lt;br&gt;3SG</td>
<td>-.75***&lt;br&gt;3SG</td>
<td>-.16***&lt;br&gt;3SG</td>
<td>.28***&lt;br&gt;3SG</td>
<td>.24***&lt;br&gt;3SG</td>
<td>.17***&lt;br&gt;3SG</td>
<td>.06&lt;br&gt;3SG</td>
<td>.10*&lt;br&gt;3SG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phon.</td>
<td>-.47***&lt;br&gt;3SG</td>
<td>-.17***&lt;br&gt;3SG</td>
<td>-.19***&lt;br&gt;3SG</td>
<td>-.79***&lt;br&gt;3SG</td>
<td>.16***&lt;br&gt;3SG</td>
<td>.15***&lt;br&gt;3SG</td>
<td>.15***&lt;br&gt;3SG</td>
<td>.00&lt;br&gt;3SG</td>
<td>.06&lt;br&gt;3SG</td>
<td>.07&lt;br&gt;3SG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3SG</td>
<td>-.65***&lt;br&gt;3SG</td>
<td>-.84***&lt;br&gt;3SG</td>
<td>-.50***&lt;br&gt;3SG</td>
<td>-.20***&lt;br&gt;3SG</td>
<td>.23***&lt;br&gt;3SG</td>
<td>.24***&lt;br&gt;3SG</td>
<td>.11*&lt;br&gt;3SG</td>
<td>.05&lt;br&gt;3SG</td>
<td>.15**&lt;br&gt;3SG</td>
<td>.35***&lt;br&gt;3SG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4. Comparison of model fits (lower AIC$_C$ indicates better fit; $\Delta_1$ is the difference from the best-fitting model).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>AIC$_C$</th>
<th>$\Delta_1$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dialect Change</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVAR (Composite)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3826.16</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVAR (Subscores)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3828.71</td>
<td>2.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repertoire</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3848.6</td>
<td>22.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dialect Baseline</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVAR (Composite)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3820.44</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVAR (Subscores)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3824.11</td>
<td>3.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repertoire</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3830.52</td>
<td>10.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1: Change in dialect usage from the beginning to the end of the school year for kindergarten and first grade students. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals, and small, semi-transparent points represent individual data points. (a) DVAR scores (higher=greater nonmainstream form density) and DAB total scores (higher=greater MAE use; scores out of 24 have been converted to percentages); (b) Repertoire Scores (of MAE-compatible feature)